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Summary
With the exponential increase in high rate trac in today's mobile cellular net-
works, wireless communication system is facing a enormous change. Wireless
cellular networks have to provide full coverage of wireless access anywhere and
anytime and have enough capacity to serve user equipments (UEs). In order
to satisfy the high rate trac and consider the sustainability of our society, 5G
networks will need to face big challenges.
In this dissertation, analysis and design of ecient massive device communication
schemes are considered for Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets). The contributions
of this study are two-fold. One is to overcome random access bottleneck for
massive device in HetNets, the other is to overcome bandwidth bottleneck for
massive device in HetNets.
First, two dierent strategies to overcome random access bottleneck for massive
device in small cells have been proposed. One strategy is model-based load es-
timation and dynamic p-persistence random access scheme. Performance shows
that proposed load estimation and p-persistence random access help to reduce
contention when a massive number of UEs simultaneously accessing a small cell.
Another strategy is hash preamble random access scheme, which used some in-
formation based on the load estimation developed in the Chapter 3. The hash
preamble random access scheme includes the multiway-tree coding virtual pream-
ble space and Fibonacci hash preamble mapping. Multiway-tree coding virtual
preamble increases orthogonal preamble space and reduced ambiguities by cod-
ing. Fibonacci hash preamble further reduces ambiguities by the hash function.
These two random access schemes are proposed to support massive devices in
small cells. The results in proposed model-based load estimation and dynamic
p-persistence random access scheme are 5 times as high as the LTE system. The
results in proposed hash preamble random access scheme are 16 times as high as
the LTE system.
Second, a technique to overcome bandwidth bottleneck for massive device access-
ing a small cell in HetNets is introduced. To overcome the bandwidth bottleneck,
we propose using cognitive-based small cells. The main feature of cognitive-based
approach is the elimination of message exchanges to achieve spectrum sharing.
We model our proposed solution using into a Continuous-Time Markov Chain
model and demonstrate improvement of the system performance in terms of sys-
tem throughput, collision rate load balancing and delay for HetNets.
Key words: Massive device, Heterogeneous Networks, Random Access, Cogni-
tive small cell networks,5G.
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 Scope and Challenges
Mobile communications are supported by a cellular network which introduces
mobile phones into the public switched telephone network. The rst cellular net-
work aims to provide mobile phones or mobile stations (MSs) more generally to
oer users mobile wireless voice communications [3]. As the technologies of cel-
lular network advances, new services such as short messaging and Internet access
are added to networks to provide users with greater communication experiences.
Since then, mobile communications have seen an unprecedented mobile data traf-
c growth in recent years. As reported in Communications Market Report 2016
[4], many Internet users tend to use their mobile phones to access the internet,
due in part to the increasing availability of 3G and 4G services and popularity of
smart phones. Besides, with the ever increasing functionality of smart devices,
accessing the Internet using smart devices has become a common activities in
our daily life for personal and business purposes. Besides, we witness arrival of
new applications which require connectivity to wireless networks in a massive
scale such as, Internet of Things (IoT) [5], [6], Device to Device (D2D) [7], [8]
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and Machine to Machine (M2M) [9]. It is expected that massive wireless devices
(e.g., smartphones, laptops, wearable wireless devices, machines and sensors) will
soon step into everyday life and require real-time connectivity. Current 4G net-
work based on LTE solution focuses on supporting a certain number of User
Equipments (UEs) within a cell served by a base station. Many reports forecast
that by 2020, mobile networks will need to serve 10 to 100 times wireless devices
higher than what existing 4G networks can serving today [10],[11]. As supporting
massive devices is not a primary objective for current generation of mobile net-
work, the next generation mobile network or 5G network will need to introduce
new technologies that can cope with massive connectivity coming from massive
devices within a cell.
In the scenario of IoT, potentially thousands of devices are expected to be de-
ployed within a single cell [12]. These devices may be sensors transmitting sensing
data occasionally. They may also be actuators receiving instruction wireless from
a central controller. Some devices may demand real-time or semi-real-time com-
munication. The immediate consequence of massive devices is the potentially
high trac load and also the uctuation of the load. To support potentially
high trac load and the large uctuation, 5G network need dynamic adjustment
of operation to scale its resources such that its operation is optimised to serve
the instantaneous trac demand. This leads to the challenges in two aspects.
One aspect is to enable ecient random access from massive devices such that
contention can be managed. Another aspect is to enable dynamic scaling of
radio resources so that adequate resources are allocate to instantaneous trac.
Addressing these two aspects will eliminate the bottlenecks caused by random
access and radio resource.
In the current LTE technology, uplink transmissions require to undergo random
access to request for radio resource [13]. Random access is a content-based op-
eration where each request compete on a random access channel in hope to suc-
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cessfully notify the base station about its request [14] Since the resource within a
random access channel is xed, only a certain number of devices can be success-
fully making their requests. Besides, as more devices participate in the random
access, the number of successful requests drops due to collisions. With mas-
sive devices, random access channel may become bottleneck in the performance.
In other words, due to intensive collisions on the random access channel, most
requests fail, leading to underutilisation of the radio resources.
When random access can adequately accommodate massive requests, it is impor-
tant to ensure that all successful requests can be allocated with their requested
bandwidth from the available radio resources. Bottleneck may appear at the
radio resources if the available radio resources are lower than what requested.
This happens when the overall bandwidth demand from the requests exceeds
the available radio resources, and the cell become overloaded with trac load.
If the situation is not dealt promptly, requests will continue to accumulation
adding further load to the network. One immediate solution to prevent trac
accumulation is by introducing admission control to block excessive trac. In
HetNets, however, this excessive trac may be diverted from congested small
cells to macro cell without blocking. Additionally, macro and small cells may
constantly adjust their shares of common spectrum to reduce congestion in small
cells. Inevitably, such a dynamic spectrum sharing mechanism requires additional
message exchanges between cells. The main challenge is to design a mechanism
that can full bandwidth sharing with minimum message exchange overhead.
1.2 Objectives and Contributions
As mentioned in the previous section, with the potential high number of simul-
taneous requests for bandwidth, the main challenges in 5G networks to support
massive devices are the random access bottleneck and radio resource bottleneck.
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Figure 1.1: System model
The main objective of this dissertation is to overcome these two bottlenecks by
proposing novel techniques in random access for small cells and low overhead
spectrum sharing for HetNets. The Fig. 1.1 shows the system model and point
out our research objectives.
In other words, our research objectives are:
 Designing ecient random access technique for small cells that can support
potentially high number of simultaneous requests without using excessive
random access channel resources (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). In other
words, the random access technique must be able to dynamically adapt
itself to the number of simultaneous requests.
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 Designing a dynamic bandwidth sharing technique for HetNets with mini-
mum message exchange between macro and small cells (see Chapter 5).
For designing ecient dynamic random access technique for small cells, we rst
study random access in LTE systems and propose a model-based prediction and
dynamic random access using p-persistence random access where p is optimised
based on the prediction outcome. From the design and performance analysis of
the proposed dynamic random access strategy, we observe the shortage of pream-
ble resource for massive device communications for the random access. Motivated
by the previous results, a multiway-tree preamble coding is proposed, which is
further enhanced to a hash preamble random access strategy. This scheme sup-
ports massive device random access simultaneously and improves the system per-
formance of MAC sub-layer in small cell networks by introduce expanding the
orthogonal space of preambles.
For dynamic bandwidth sharing for HetNets with minimum message exchange
overhead between macro and small cells, we see opportunity to introduce cog-
nitive approach that incurs very minimum message exchange overhead between
macro and small cells. In ur proposed solution, the macro cell BS does not need
to be aware of the existence of the small cells within its coverage, and hence our
proposed cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing can be seen as a type of cogni-
tive radio (CR) system where small cell BSs are cognitive radio users of macro cell
and they act as a proxy to serve the UEs within their cell. The key advantage of
this approach is the elimination of explicit message exchange between macro and
small cells. In addition, we model the spectrum sharing using Continuous-Time
Markov Chain (CTMC). The results obtained show that the proposed scheme
outperforms of the LTE schemes in terms of system throughput, collision rate,
load balancing and delay.
The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:
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 Two dierent techniques to overcome random access bottleneck
- A model-based load estimation and p-persistence random access scheme
to accommodate large numbers of simultaneous requests from massive
devices within a small cell.
- A hash preamble random access scheme that further improve the ran-
dom access with small pool of preambles.
 Strategy to overcome bandwidth bottleneck
- A solution of cognitive small cell spectrum sharing approach that can
dynamically allocate available spectrum to macro and small cells with-
out explicit message exchange. The key idea is the introduction of
user-assisted message passing for implicit status update from small
cells to the macro cell.
1.3 Publication
1. Man Su,Chuan Heng Foh,Rahim Tafazolli, "Load estimation and balancing
in heterogeneous wireless networks with cognitive small cells", IEEE CAMAD,
2015. 2. Hash preamble random access scheme, seeking for patent.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 1 discusses the project back-
ground, as well as the motivation and goal of my research.
In Chapter 2, a state-of-the-art literature review is presented. In particular, the
background of LTE systems and HetNets are reviewed. Then, the denitions
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and main objectives of the research domains massive device problem in future
5G networks are introduced. Finally, a high level summary of relevant works in
literature is given to exhibit the state of the art of the studies on massive devices
problem in LTE systems and HetNets.
In Chapter 3, we propose a new MAC protocol for small cell networks. Speci-
cally, the superframe structure and contention-based handshake procedure for the
new MAC protocol are proposed and described. In addition, a model-based load
estimation is proposed and analysed. Based on the load estimation, an advanced
p-persistence random access scheme is proposed to enhance the previous MAC
protocol.
In Chapter 4, amultiway-tree preamble coding random access for small cells is
rst proposed which is not accomplished through traditional means of increase
the number of available preambles. To overcome the ambiguities from the afore-
mentioned scheme, we design a Hash Preamble Random Access. Finally, the
proposed schemes are evaluated.
In Chapter 5, a novel cognitive small cell networks system is rst described.
Then we formulate the spectrum sharing problem into Continuous-Time Markov
Chain problem. As well cognitive small cell networks load balance operation is
proposed. Finally we present the analytical model of cell association and evaluate
the cognitive small cell networks performance through numerical and simulation
results.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and presents future work
Chapter2
Background
2.1 First Generation, Second Generation and
Third Generation
2.1.1 First Generation
The nomenclature of the cellular wireless generation (G) generally refers to a
change in the fundamental nature of the service, transmission technology, and new
frequency bands. The rst generation (1G) of cellular networks was introduced
for mobile cellular technology in 1981 [15]. Cell phones began with 1G signifying
rst generation wireless mobile communications. 1G networks were mainly based
on analog technology. They were conceived and designed purely for voice calls
with almost no consideration of data services.
2.1.2 Second Generation
To accommodate more cellular phone subscribers in terms of data services, digital
TDMA (time division multiple access) and FDMA (frequency division multiple
8
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access) technologies were introduced in the second generation (2G) [16]. With
digital technologies, digitized voice can be coded and encrypted. Therefore, the
2G cellular network also oers added security. In terms of digital technology, it
permits the introduction of digital data services, such as SMS (Short Message
Service). 2G cellular network started to replace 1G cellular network in 1992.
2.1.3 Third Generation
The increased use of Internet during the late 1990s has triggered the need for
accessing Internet via cellular networks[15]. The third generation (3G) CDMA
(code division multiple access) addressed this issue by introducing Internet ready
cellular phones with high-speed packet-switching data transmission in addition to
circuit-switching voice transmission over cellular networks. With the deployment
of 3G cellular technologies starting from 2000 [15], [17] and more recently High
Speed Packet Access (HSPA), there has been a dramatic growth globally in both
the number of subscribers and the volume of data trac transported by these
sophisticated wireless networks. 3G increases the speed of internet browsing,
picture and video messaging, and hand-held GPS use.
2.2 LTE systems
Long Term Evolution (LTE) has been known as the fourth generation (4G) of
cellular network, whose rst release was published in 2009. LTE system aims
to handle the tremendous data needs. Based on the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) standard, LTE system introduced Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing (OFDM) as multiple access technology for the cellular network
[18], [1]. In the physical layer, with Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess (OFDMA) in the downlink and Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple
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Figure 2.1: Time-frequency view of a typical OFDMA signal [1].
Access (SC-FDMA) in the uplink, LTE system improved the spectral eciency
and possessed a robust and adaptive multiple access scheme. In OFDMA systems,
both time and frequency resources are used to separate the multiple user signals.
Groups of OFDM symbols and groups of subcarriers are the units used to sepa-
rate multiple users. Fig. 2.1 shows the time-frequency view of a typical OFDMA
signal with three users. The radio access network name for LTE system is called
Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN)[18]. The E-
UTRAN consists of a single node on the network side, which named Enhanced
Node B (eNodeB) or called Base Station (BS), and the interface between the
eNodeB and User Equipments (UEs). The aim of this architecture simplication
is to reduce the latency of all radio interface operations.
In LTE, Resource Block (RB) is dened as a time-frequency block that spans 0.5
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ms and 12 contiguous OFDMA/SC-FDMA subcarriers with a total bandwidth of
180 kHz. The RB would use either six or seven OFDM symbols. All transmissions
are organized into frames of 10 ms, with each frame further divided into ten
equally sized subframes. A subframe is divided into two time slots of 0.5 ms. The
Transmission Time Interval (TTI) in LTE system is 1 ms. A transport block is a
group of RBs with a common modulation. The Medium Access Control (MAC)
sub-layer controls what to send in a particular time. LTE-Advanced is the design
and optimization of new radio access techniques and a further evolution of the
LTE systems [19].
2.3 Heterogeneous Networks
HetNets have emerged as a solution to huge data trac demands [20]. HetNets
can enhance the capacity and coverage of wireless networks, which could benet
for the next generation wireless networks. HetNet often consists of an umbrella
macro cell and amount of low-power small cells. Lower-power small cells include
microcells, picocells, femtocells and some times even relay nodes could be seen as
small cells [21]. In HetNets those small cells could have dierent coverage sizes
or transmit power based on dierent orders.
In HetNets, small cell BSs can be deployed closer to the UEs. The spectral spec-
trum eciency per unit area in HetNets will be improved by reducing the distance
between the small cells BSs and UEs, which compares with the traditional cel-
lular networks spectrum eciency per unit area. All of the umbrella macro cell
and the overlaid small cells have their unique technologies properties. Depend-
ing on the practical UEs' demands and wireless communication environment, the
specication of umbrella macro cell and types of the overlaid small cells should
match the specic deployment environment.
In HetNets, the umbrella macro cell is generally based on the LTE system [22].
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The umbrella macro cell provides larger outdoor radio coverage service by using
high transmit power BS. The small cells in HetNets are microcells, picocells, fem-
tocells and relay nodes. Microcells are served by low power cellular BSs, which
coverage are usually smaller than macro cells but larger than picocells. Both
microcells and picocells could support outdoor and indoor UEs. They are used to
increase wireless network capacity in hotspot public area, such as malls, train sta-
tions, university etc. to support dense UEs. In addition, microcells and picocells
are often deployed temporarily during sporting events or other occasions, which
need extra wireless network capacity during a specic time period and in spe-
cic location. When microcells and picocells are deployed as outdoor cells, they
usually operate in Open Subscriber Group (OSG) mode. Picocells BSs transmit
power range from 250mW to 2W for outdoor deployments, while it is commonly
less than 100mW for indoor deployments. Femtocells [23] are deployed for indoor
UEs, and their transmit power is usually smaller than microcells and picocells.
Unlike microcells and pococells, femtocells operate in two modes, namely, Closed
Subscriber Group (CSG) mode and Hybrid Subscriber Group (HSG) mode. In
CSG mode, femtocells are accessible only to their closed UEs, such as UEs in
a home. While in HSG mode, femtocells give priority to their closed subscriber
UEs, and allow other UEs to access network with lower priority. Relay nodes
deployed as small cells to UEs when there is no wired backhaul available. Re-
lay nodes take air interface spectrum as backhaul and provide data relay access
among UEs and macro cell BS. Relay nodes can be divide into two classication
based on the frequency usage. One is denoted as in-band, which relay nodes use
the same frequency for both air interface backhaul and communication among
UEs' uplink and downlink. The other type of relay nodes is denoted as out-of-
band, which relay nodes use the dierent frequency for air interface backhaul
and communication among UEs' uplink and downlink. Compared with in-band
relay nodes, out-of-band relay nodes do not face big physical layer design chal-
lenges. However out-of-band relay nodes cost additional dedicated spectrum for
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air interface backhaul operation.
2.4 Massive device communication in 5G net-
works
Emerging 5G networks need to provide connectivity to thousands of devices,
which implies by 2020, the 5G networks will be able to support 10 to 100 times
wireless devices higher than the existing 4G networks [24]. These connection
density essentially amount to Massive wireless devices. The massive wireless
devices which include smartphones, laptops, wearable wireless devices, machines,
sensors and etc. will step into everyday life and require real-time connectivity.
We can image the potential 5G use cases of the next decade. 5G networks have
the potential to make the concept of virtual reality internet, wireless cloud oce,
multi-person video calling and connected cars reality [24]. According to such
massive devices use cases, 5G networks need to deploy more ecient wireless
radio access technologies to overcome the challenges.
Massive devices will bring challenge of the explosive wireless data trac for 5G
networks. Researchers have predicted that in 5G networks every citizen will
require 100Mbps wireless data transmit for daily usage [25]. Such huge trac load
will involve with the access to network and sharing of data anytime, anywhere
via any equipment.
Considering the wide variety of devices in future, 5G networks must accommo-
date existing wireless standards, such as 2G, 3G, 4G, WiFi and bluetooth to
satisfy such requirements. An ecient resource management algorithm will also
be developed for the complicated interference and multiple access in 5G net-
works. Simultaneously, 5G networks request exible duplexing schemes for either
Frequency Division Duplex(FDD) or Time Division Duplex(TDD) operation.
2.4. Massive device communication in 5G networks 14
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Figure 2.2: 2016 United States Frequency Allocations [2].
Massive devices with high data rates transmit requirement will bring bandwidth
bottleneck problem in 5G networks. Fig. 2.2 shows the limited spectrum the
cellular network can operate [2], the most crucial resource in cellular networks is
bandwidth.
Massive devices will also bring challenges of the diversity of Quality of Service
(QoS) to 5G networks. The massive devices will become large diversity of use
cases which means specic performance requirements. Such requirements include
latency, reliability, safety, data rates, mobility, battery lifetime and so on. There-
fore, appropriate schemes must be developed to enable 5G networks achieve the
guaranteed QoS of diversity use case scenarios. The 5G networks also need de-
velop scheme in the access side which could help BSs to release resources eciently
and timely when UEs required.
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2.4.1 Supporting massive device in LTE systems
The unprecedented increase in wireless devices forced LTE systems and LTE-
Advanced systems to enhance technology. The OFDM-based access techniques
have made viable enhancements in LTE systems and LTE-Advanced systems to
support massive devices. Those main enhancements include Multi-input Multi-
output(MIMO) techniques and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA). From
architecture side, LTE systems are also boosted by the Ultra-Dense Networks
(UDNs) technologies.
The MIMO and NOMA technologies enhanced physical layer capabilities for LTE
system, which are not the main research topic of this dissertation. This para-
graph just gives a brief discussion about MIMO and NOMA. MIMO technology
aims to increase spatial spectrum reuse by the application of multi antennas.
MIMO technology develops multipath wireless propagation channel, which re-
quires antennas for both transmitters and the receivers in LTE systems. The
spatial spectrum reuse in MIMO helps LTE systems to support massive devices
in future. Meanwhile, the key idea of NOMA is to serve multiple devices in the
same resource block, such as a time slot, subcarrier, or spreading code, which
basic signal waveform could be based on the orthogonal frequency division multi-
ple access (OFDMA) or the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-spread OFDM the
same as LTE baseline [26]. In addition to its spectral eciency gain, academic
and industrial research has also demonstrated that NOMA can eectively sup-
port massive connectivity, which is important for ensuring that the forthcoming
5G network can support massive devices.
UDNs are deemed one of most important features of LTE-Advanced Release 12.
The European research project METIS devised UDNs being one of key elements
for 5G networks [25]. UDNs are recognized as dense small cell networks in terms
of either relative density or absolute density of the BSs [27]. In [28], UDNs are
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dened as the density of BSs potentially reaches the density of UEs. On the
contrary, UDNs in [29] are dened as the networks with a few meters inter-BS
distance. Unfortunately, the BSs for UDNs deployments with single frequency
and aggressive frequency reuse have been found to incur co-channel interference
that adversely impacts on QoS of the cell edge users. This can possibly be averted
by embracing multi-frequency system scenarios in which, certain UEs within each
UDNs are further clustered so that every UEs can use dierent frequencies with
minimal interference in full-duplex communication modes.
2.4.2 Supporting massive device in HetNets
The architecture of HetNets allows more than one BS to simultaneously use the
same spectrum, which can improve spectrum eciency to support massive de-
vices. Researchers claimed the overlap of small cells with the umbrella macro cell
improved the ecient frequency reuse and improved whole network capacity and
coverage [30].
Interference management is one of the main challenges for HetNets to support
massive devices. In 2012, Saquib shows various interference management chal-
lenges for HetNets [31]. In 2015, Sanguinetti proposed a reverse TDD protocol
with wireless backhaul for HetNets to solve interference between umbrella macro
cell and amount of small cells [32]. With reverse TDD protocol, umbrella macro
cell BS operates in uplink when the small cells BSs operate in downlink. In 2014,
Agyapong mentioned a coordinate operation umbrella macro cell and amount of
small cells for mutual interference reduction [33]. In 2014, Hossain also proposed
spectral resource allocation strategies which have the potential to solve interfer-
ence problem [34]. In 2014, Nam believed advanced receiver with capabilities to
take advantages of interference signals structure are considered as key drivers for
advance interference management for HetNets [35].
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Load balancing and radio resource management have also attracted much research
attention for improving HetNets performance. In 2014, Lee reviews various ra-
dio resource management schemes for HetNets [30]. In 2013, Dhillon assumed a
fully loaded model, and allowed UEs to associate with multiple small cells BSs
[36]. The basic form in the fully loaded model is to maximize the utility of load
weighted rate. By using dual decomposition optimization scheme, [37] devel-
oped a low-complexity distributed algorithm. Cooperative and distributed radio
resource management algorithms for enabling random HetNet deployment are
discussed in [38]. In 2014, Talwar proposed an ecient Radio Access Technology
(RAT) handover algorithm for common radio resources [39]. According smart
coupling among multiple RATs in [40], HetNets improve capacity and coverage.
In 2014, Andrews used Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) to study hando be-
tween cellular to WiFi in HetNets [41]. In 2016, Yang built a UE-centric approach
based on game theory for RATs selection [42] .
Framework design for HetNets is another approach to support massive devices in
5G networks. Self-Organizing Networks (SONs) have been seen as a critical tech-
nology for future HetNets [43]. SONs in HetNets could support massive devices by
reducing the operational the complexity of managing co-channel interference and
reducing cost for service providers. An energy eciency and spectrum ecient
HetNets framework for 5G networks has been provided in [44]. It is a new frame-
work named cooperative green HetNets supports centralized baseband processing,
cooperative radio and energy saving. The centralized baseband processing in the
new framework reduces the energy consumption and enables processing power
aggregation and dynamic resource allocation. The cooperative radios in the new
framework improve spectrum eciency and energy eciency for the cell edge UEs
in HetNets. In 2015, Sanguinetti proposed a two-tier HetNets with co-locating
massive MIMO macro cell BS and small cells BS [45]. The massive MIMO macro
cell BS served outdoor UEs, while small cells BS equipped with cognitive and
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cooperative functionalities act as main capacity-drivers for indoor and outdoor
low mobility UEs [45].
HetNets operate with relatively limited spectrum. With limited spectrum, allo-
cating bandwidth eciently is a major issue in HetNets design to support massive
devices in 5G networks. The bandwidth allocation in HetNets could be divided
into two groups.
The rst one is xed bandwidth allocation. This class is the most widely utilized
in HetNets. Fixed bandwidth HetNets architecture is structured to provide an
array of xed narrowband or xed broadband services to UEs on demand. The
bandwidth is xed at the initial setting of HetNets.
Traditional HetNets are mainly based on xed bandwidth allocation. In a tradi-
tional HetNets, each small cell uses a dierent set of frequencies from neighboring
small cells and umbrella macro cell, to avoid interference and provide guaranteed
bandwidth within each cell. In such HetNets, each cell is given a predetermined
set of frequency channels. Fixed frequency assignment requires manual frequency
planning, since such systems are highly sensitive to co-channel interference from
nearby cells and umbrella cell that are reusing the same channel.
The second one is dynamic bandwidth allocation. HetNets in this class dynam-
ically select a set of frequency channels with low interference level. Dynamic
bandwidth allocation may be applied in HetNets with several adjacent centrally
controlled small cells BSs. One of the approaches to achieve dynamic bandwidth
allocation is using common control channel for sharing bandwidth allocation in-
formation among small cells BSs. Through common control channel, small cells
BSs can exchange information about real time data on channel occupancy, trac
distribution and received signal strength indications. The exchanging informa-
tion can assist small cells BSs to select a set of frequency channels. UEs in
dynamic bandwidth allocation will send or receive data using the assign of fre-
quency channel. UEs in the dynamic bandwidth allocation eliminate the tedious
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manual frequency planning work.
Cognitive bandwidth allocation is a special enhancement case of dynamic band-
width allocation [46], [47]. The HetNets in this subclass are congured to op-
erate with cognitive radio technology. The uniqueness of this allocation is its
prioritized-opportunistic bandwidth access by networks. Precisely, a particular
network is given the priority to access the bandwidth, and other networks may
access to the remaining bandwidth opportunistically. The UEs given the priority
to access the bandwidth is called primary UEs, and those accessing the bandwidth
opportunistically are often called secondary UEs. For secondary UEs, they must
ensure channel is availability before accessing the channel. In the event that a
primary UEe needs to access a channel that is currently accessed by a secondary
UE, the primary UE may access the channel immediately causing a simultaneous
transmission between primary and secondary UEs. This simultaneous transmis-
sion must not aect the operation of primary UE but will make the secondary
transmission unsuccessful. With this bandwidth sharing, the bandwidth alloca-
tion can be achieved in a distributed manner. The bandwidth sharing can also
better match the instantaneous trac demands.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the background knowledge used in this dissertation has been
given. The previous works on LTE systems and HetNets to support massive de-
vices were presented. Firstly, the overview of LTE systems and HetNets were
given. Secondly we dened massive devices problem in future 5G networks. Fi-
nally, a high level summary of relevant work in literature has been given to
describe the state of the art of the studies of supporting massive devices in LTE
systems and HetNets small cell networks, which help explore possibilities of de-
signing new 5G HetNets architecture and protocols to support massive device in
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the next decade.
Chapter3
Dynamic random access in smart LTE
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 2, it has been reported that the next generation mobile
wireless networks will require to oer higher capacity which caused by massive
device.
Since the introduction of cellular networks for mobile communications, the cellu-
lar networks have been facing ever increasing demand for mobile communication
services from massive device. While the earlier generation of cellular networks
face the demands from increasing number of users accessing mobile communi-
cation services, the recent demands come from increasing need of data trac
due to the ability of accessing rich contents on the Internet via massive mobile
devices. Today, the cellular network operator is confronted with a precarious
situation: accommodate the ever increasing trac growth with massive device,
yet reduce the costs and consequently increase average revenue per user (ARPU)
[48]. Consider the limited spectrum that the cellular network can operate, the
most crucial resource in cellular networks is bandwidth. However, a massive cel-
lular network densication is neither economically nor ecologically viable with
21
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the current cellular network architecture.
There have been considerable research eorts devoted to increasing the spectrum
utilization in cellular networks, such as, increasing the number of radio channel,
improving spatial frequency spectrum reuse, improving timewise frequency spec-
trum reuse, reducing invalid frequency spectrum use and reducing trac without
losing information [49]. Recent measurements and reports have shown that in
most cases a large portion of the assigned licensed spectrum is used sporadically
[50]. Thus, dynamic spectrum access technology [50] is one of the most promis-
ing ways to improve the spectrum utilization eciency. The majority of research
work so far has focused on applying dynamic spectrum access technology to macro
cell wireless systems, whereas research on exploiting this technology in small cells
remains in its early stage [51]. small cells have emerged as an attractive solu-
tion to improve coverage and increase network capacity with the same amount
of spectrum resource. Small cells are based on the idea of deploying light-weight
base stations (BSs) in a range much smaller than that a macro cell covers. Small
cell BSs usually have a range from 10 meters to hundred meters, compared to a
macro cell which may have a range of 1 kilometres [52]. Small cells should not
replace macro cells, but operate within a macro cell to increase spatial reuse.
This architecture is known as heterogeneous wireless networks (HetNets) [53].
Compare with macro cell systems, small cells have several advantages. From the
energy aspect, the small cells are more energy ecient than macro cells due to
their low emitting power. Depending on the location of massive device and data
trac demand, small cells can operate on a dynamic state, such as sleep mode
and active mode. From the spectrum utilization aspect, small cells can oer
greater spectrum utilization than macro cells as they oer higher spatial reuse.
Considering one of the most crucial resource in small cell networks is bandwidth,
[54]demonstrates radio resource management (RRM) for LTE and LTE Advanced
in small cells, with a particular focus on those for femto cells and relay nodes.
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Figure 3.1: Small cell networks.
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In addition, there are also some surveys discussing corresponding techniques en-
abling communications in LTE networks. Authors discuss alternatives to improve
the operation of the random access channel of LTE and LTE-A in [55]. Dynamic
spectrum access is one of the main functions at the medium access control (MAC)
layer of future HetNets, and it is carried out every device request to perform phys-
ical resource block allocation with the objective of maximizing the cell spectral
eciency and cell throughput.
Given the operational coexisting between macro and small cells in dynamic spec-
trum access, improving LTE protocol is inevitable. In this aspect, smart LTE-
based MAC protocol for small cell has proposed as a exible solution in this
chapter. Smart LTE-based MAC protocol should be sought to ensure ecient
use of spectrum. In smart LTE-based system to maximize the spatial reuse, User
Equipments (UEs) should rst seek to associate with the small cells whenever
possible. However, small cells that operate using bandwidth left by the covering
macro cell may not be able to cope with a large number of UEs without con-
gestion. As a result, small cells need to take a proactive role to deal with the
load to avoid congestion. Admission MAC protocol control is needed to control
the number of UEs that can be served per dynamic random access handshake in
small cell. In this chapter, we develop a model-based estimation that observes the
outcome of preamble contention in small cells to estimate the load. We also make
use the the model-based estimation to improve the MAC protocol performance in
small cells. Considering to support massive UEs in small cells, we also proposed
an dynamic p-persistence random access scheme to enhance the previous MAC
protocol.
The rest part of this chapter is organized as follows. First, the LTE-based small
cell system and relevant MAC procedure are described. Then the model-based
load estimation and balancing are proposed. Next, an dynamic p-persistence
random access scheme is proposed to enhance the previous random access. Finally
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performance results are shown and important conclusions are drawn.
3.2 Small cell networks
In this chapter we consider a small cell network where small cells are densely
deployed in a macro cell. LTE technology is used for the macro cell BSs. Small
cells operate based on LTE while without explicit coordination with the covering
macro cell.
To ensure the reliability and eciency of spectrum sensing and bandwidth utiliza-
tion in small cells, we propose emphasizing the use of database with assistance of
spectrum sensing for small cells to access the shared spectrum. Precisely, we pro-
pose that the macro cell periodically broadcast its bandwidth usage information
within its cell. The map should ideally capture the accurate macro cell band-
width utilization for the following period. However, due to unexpected events
such as transmission error, the macro cell may utilize the bandwidth slightly dif-
ferent from what presented in the map. Small cells should also perform adequate
spectrum sensing before accessing the channel.
In the current LTE system, the macro cell BS provides necessary signaling such
that UEs can synchronize with the macro cell BS. Small cells also make use of
the signaling to synchronize themselves with the macro cell BS. Based on the
bandwidth usage information broadcast by the macro cell. In LTE, bandwidth is
described using resource blocks (RBs). A RB is a basic unit in the radio resource
in LTE. Each RB consists of 12 subcarriers. Several RBs are grouped together
to form a transport block, and within a transport block, a common modulation
must be used. A transport block is time slotted for resource sharing among a
number of UEs. Each timeslot is a subframe which lasts for 1 millisecond (ms),
10 subframes form a frame, and 4 frames form a superframe. Multiple UEs can
access on the uplink and downlink at any particular time in one superframe. The
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Figure 3.2: Superframe structure for LTE-based small cells MAC protocol.
MAC protocol denes what to send in a given time during the superframe. We
propose that the macro cell broadcasts a bandwidth usage map called RB map
in the beginning of each superframe.
The small cell BSs operate a MAC protocol in which time is slotted within super-
frames of the macro cell. Their superframes are subdivided into frames and then
subframes for administrative and data transmissions, such as beacon, contention
based handshake and uplink/downlink data transport. Fig. 3.2 shows the frame
structure of a superframe used by small cell BSs, where T means the time period.
Following that of LTE, a superframe lasts for 40 ms. Each superframe takes place
on the whole channel in the small cell band, some RBs are dedicated, others are
shared.
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At the beginning of a superframe, a small cell BS sends a small beacon frame.
Considering the minimum size of LTE-like OFDM system bandwidth which is 6
resource blocks, the beacon part of each superframe has xed 6 resource block
bandwidth. The beacon allows UEs to synchronize their transmissions. The
beacon also provides UEs the information of bandwidth allocation, which includes
the resource block map based on the RB map released by the macro cell.
After the beacon transmission, superframe follows immediately. The superframe
uses contention based handshake. This handshake period is the most important
part in our proposed dynamic random access MAC protocol for small cells. It
decides the frequency band utilization of small cell networks. After the contention
based handshake, UEs and BSs will transmit their upstream or downstream data
according to the outcome of the handshake.
Fig.3.3 shows the basic data exchange mechanism of the proposed MAC scheme.
In our proposed small cell networks, there is one Common Control Channel
(CCCH) which is used for control messages such as superframe beacon, as well as,
the handshake negotiations. CCCH uses the small cell band. Other applications
use Share Channel (SCH) for data communications. SCH uses the bands left over
by small cell and left idle by macro cell.
All the UEs which are not using SCH to transmit data stay with CCCH and
listen to the CCCH if they do not have packets to transmit in their queues. Once
a UE needs to transmit a packet, it competes with other UEs for the access of
the SCH. We propose a ve-step contention-based handshake protocol as follows.
The diagram of the ve-step contention-based handshake protocol is shown in
Fig. 3.4.
Step 1 is called \Initialization" step. In this step, small cell BSs send a hand-
shake start beacon, all UEs measure the signal level of this beacon and compare
the highest one. The UEs having data to exchange, and catching the beacon are
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Figure 3.3: Proposed LTE-based small cells MAC protocol scheme.
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Figure 3.4: Dynamic random access procedure in small cell networks.
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qualied, other UEs block themselves. UEs in the qualied state will then start
step 2 (called \Selection" step). In this step, qualied UEs will choose one ran-
dom preamble, then send it to the small cell BS. Once the small cell BS receives
all the preambles, step 3 (called \Response" step) commences. In this step, small
cell BS sends responses of the random preambles back to UEs. If more than
one UE have chosen the same preamble, then collision happens in the next step
(called \Elimination" step). In step 4, all the UEs, which received the response
from small cell BS, will send scheduled information to the BS. This scheduled
information is decided by UEs based on the information from superframe beacon
and small cell BS response. Once the small cell BS has started receiving sched-
uled information, step 5 (called \Decision" step) is performed depending on the
channel conditions and UEs' scheduled information signal strength.
For the reason of higher spatial reuse, UEs should always seek to access to small
cell rst. However, in the case of a small cell overcrowded with UEs due to,
for example popular social events, this policy may lead to severe contention and
channel congestion. To ease the congestion, it is necessary for the low-power
small cells to predict its load and divert excessive UEs back to the macro cell
before congestion occurs. In the following section, we describe our developed
model-based load estimation and balancing scheme.
3.3 Model-based Trac Load Estimation and
Balancing
In this section, we shall present a simple yet eective method to estimate load
in a superframe period. We rst formulate the relationship between preamble
contention outcome and load. The load is based on the number of active UEs,
and the preamble contention outcome contains both the number of successful
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requests and the number of collided preambles. Since the number of collided
preambles does not provide the exact number of participating UEs, estimation is
required.
We notice that a certain number of active UEs participating in the preamble
contention produces a unique preamble contention outcome. We exploit this
uniqueness to perform a load estimation based on preamble contention outcome.
Precisely, we formulate both the number of successful requests and the number
of collided preambles given a number of active UEs. The numerical results of the
relationship are collected in a load table. By referring to the load table, a small
cell BS can estimate the number of active UEs participating in the preamble
contention by observing the outcome of the preamble contention.
Let n be the number of active UEs in a small cell participating in the preamble
contention. The probability that at least i UEs choosing a unique preamble can
be expressed as:
Pi =
240@ n
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Based on the last result, the probability of exactly i UEs choosing a unique
preamble can be determined by (3.2). This forms the relationship between the
number of active UEs and the number of successful requests.
Next, we formulate the relationship between the number of active UEs and the
number of collided preambles. Given n active UEs and i successful requests, the
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number of UEs experiencing collision is thus n i. Dene Ck to be the probability
that there are k collided preambles, we have:
Ck =
minf64;ngX
i=0
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k
1A k
64  i
n i
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for k  b(n   i)=2c. The condition describes the fact a collided preamble must
contain two or more active UEs, and hence the maximum number of pream-
ble collisions is limited to b(n   i)=2c. With a maximum of 64 preambles, the
expectation of the above result can be computed by:
Ci = min
(
64;
64X
k=1
kCk
)
: (3.4)
The load table can be generated by populating the numerical results of (3.2)
and (3.4). The load table is used for small cell BSs to estimate load for user
association in the following procedure. At the beginning of a superframe, each
active UE with data to transmit participate in the preamble contention by sending
a random access preamble. Based on the detection and subsequent handshake,
the small cell BS derives the outcome of the preamble contention measured by
a pair of numbers where the rst being the number of successful requests and
the second being the number of collided preambles. By mapping this pair of
numbers onto the load table, the number of active UEs can be found. Note that
since a preamble contention round only represents a single round of experiment,
it is likely to produce a steady state result as those recorded in the load table.
In this case, we use the nearest neighbor of this pair of numbers from the load
table for the estimation. Fig. 3.5 shows the numerical results of our model-based
estimation.
In Fig. 3.5, we can nd that given that the number of UEs can be estimated
just from the number of collision preambles or successful preambles. While the
more convenient way of BSs to derive the outcome of the preamble contention
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Figure 3.5: The numbers of successful requests and collided preambles.
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is calculate the number successful access UEs which is equal to the successful
preambles. But from Fig. 3.5, we can nd that with one input of Y-axis the
red curve (successful preamble per handshake) may comes out two X-axis results.
Based on that, we should use two parameters instead of one to avoid such fuzzy
variable.
3.3.1 Load-based P-persistence Random Access
Having estimated the number of active UEs, the small cell BS computes the
maximum number of requests it can support according to the resource availability
derived from the RB map. Based on the maximum supporting requests number,
the small cell could set a request loss threshold. When the estimated number
of active UEs greater than the request loss threshold, the small cell BS turns
into dynamic p-persistence random access status. Otherwise the small cell BS
continues to use LTE random access. In this way, we can ensure that the small
cell BS will not be overwhelmed by congestion from massive device.
We propose the dynamic p-persistence random access to be done distributively.
Precisely, at the beginning of a superframe, the number of active UEs will be
estimated. Based on the available preambles and active UEs, small cell BS will
calculates the setting p for the p-persistence, which can be expressed as:
1
p
=

Nr
T

(3.5)
where Nr is the number of remaining active UEs after rst estimated round. T
is the number of available preambles.
This p is broadcast immediately in the next beacon. The diagram of the ve-step
dynamic p-persistence contention-based handshake protocol is shown in Fig.3.6.
Then the remaining active UEs send random access preamble as usual, while
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Figure 3.6: Dynamic p-persistence random access procedure in small cell net-
works.
small cell BS responses with 1=p resource cases for each received random access
preamble instead of only one resource response. Then every UE randomly chooses
a resource case from 1=p cases to send scheduled information. The resource cases
comes from the virtual preamble which is made by splitting UEs into smaller
preamble groups in p-persistence random access.
By introducing dynamic p-persistence random access in previous contention-based
handshake protocol, it could reduce contention by evenly spreading the rst group
of UEs to access the remaining round of preamble contentions within the super-
frame.
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters
Subcarriers 12
Maximum number of resource blocks 100
Minimum number of resource blocks 6
Minimum bandwidth of resource block 1.4MHz
Small cell coverage range 5 percent
Number of preambles 64
Timing of superframe 40ms
Maximum number of UEs in per round 500
3.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we carry out computer simulations to evaluate the performance
of the proposed scheme. The table shows the simulation parameters.
We consider LTE-Advanced in our simulation study. According to the LTE-
Advanced, one resource block has 12 subcarriers in one slot. One time slot has
7 modulation symbols. The minimum bandwidth of 6 resource blocks is set to
1.4MHz. The maximum number of resource block is 100, which has 20MHz of
bandwidth. The system uses normal CP and 3/4 coding to protect the data. For
100 resource blocks bandwidth the data rate is 75.6 Mbps, and for 6 resource
blocks bandwidth the data rate is 0.454 Mbps.
We examine our design of dynamic random access small cell system. Consider
the signal strength of small cell BS is limited, we introduce signal coverage range.
In the signal coverage range the small cell BS and UEs could correctly receive
and translate signal among them. In the simulation, the signal coverage range of
each small cell is set to C = 5%, which means that each small cell signal under
our study covers 5% of the macro cell plane. The simulation tests a single macro
cell within two small cells. The total number of available preambles is 64.
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Figure 3.7: The statistical result of number of UEs successful access the small
cells network during a superframe time (40ms) with load prediction.
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Figure 3.8: The statistical result of number of UEs successful access the small cells
network during a superframe time (40ms) with dynamic p-persistence random
access scheme.
Considering the inuence of common control channel for small cells, Fig. 3.7
shows the total number of UEs that have successfully requested resource in the
cognitive small cells during a superframe time (40ms) within dierent bandwidth
of common control channel. As can be seen, a low number of UEs per round
produces a higher total number of successful requests. We see the necessity to
control number of active UEs which simultaneously send request.
When common control channel has 3 resource blocks, Fig. 3.8 shows the total
number of UEs that have successfully requested resource in the smart small cells
during a superframe time (40ms) within dynamic p-persistence random access
scheme. We see the obvious benet of splitting UEs into smaller preamble groups
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in dynamic random access step 4 by using our proposed dynamic p-persistence
random access scheme based on the load estimation.
3.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the design of dynamic random access for small
cells networks. To avoid the congestion in small cells, we have designed model-
based load estimation and use the outcome to perform load balancing. A dynamic
p-persistence random access scheme has been proposed based on the load esti-
mation. We show that load estimation and p-persistence random access scheme
can help reduce contention for UEs to access the small cells and avoid congestion.
We showed results to conrm the benet of our proposed scheme.
Chapter4
Hash Preamble Random Access for
Massive Devices in 5G Networks
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 2 has mentioned challenges from massive device, which leads to tradi-
tional LTE protocol cannot support high UEs loads eciently and timely.
Nowadays researchers have put forward to use low-power small cells to improve
coverage and increase network capacity with the same amount of spectrum re-
source, which has been mentioned in Chapter 3. In addition, researchers also
focus on improving technology for LTE systems to handle massive device traf-
c load in random access procedure. In LTE, there have been proposed several
solutions for managing the random access. In[56] and [57], authors control the
random access by restricting the access of devices based on their classes. In 2011,
Yi B mentioned using orthogonal resources to provide separated resources for
dierent type of UEs [58]. Backo strategy also has been proposed by some re-
searcher. When the network under the overload case, active UEs will retry the
random access at a later stage based on the backo request[59].
40
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In LTE systems, the random access scheme is limited by the number of pream-
bles. Therefore, the majority of research work has paid attention to increase
available preambles for the random access procedure. Whereas research on ex-
ploiting preamble coding for random access scheme remains in its early stage.
In 2012, N.K.Pratas proposed a protocol coding approach[60], which aims to en-
able LTE systems to sustain a large random access loads, while preserving the
physical layer unchanged and incurring minimal changes in the MAC layer. In
2012, N.K.Pratas introduced code-expanded radio access protocol[60], in which
UEs perform the random access by transmitting orthogonal preambles in mul-
tiple random access subframes, in this way creating access codewords that are
used for contention. Code-expanded radio access protocol is also accomplished
by a logical code, rather than a physical code. But each method of exploiting
preamble coding for random access scheme will produce ambiguities. Here the
random access ambiguity means BS think there more UEs request access network
than exactly number of UEs requirement.
In this chapter, we proposed a multiway-tree coding random access scheme for
low-power small cell BS, which increased orthogonal preamble space and reduced
ambiguities by using coding. Then we enhanced multiway-tree coding random
access scheme by introducing Fibonacci hash function, which we name it hash
preamble random access scheme. Finally the analysis and evaluation of proposed
hash preamble random access scheme are illustrated.
4.2 System Model
In this section, we consider a small cell networks where dense small cells are de-
ployed in an umbrella LTE macro cell. For the small cells BSs, the physical layer
also support OFDM-based LTE technology. The Uplink Share Channel (UL-
SCH) is the primary transport channel in small cells. Meanwhile, all transmis-
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sions on the UL-SCH may be scheduled by the Random Access Channel (RACH)
procedure. When the UE in small cell is not connected by the RACH procedure,
no transmit slot is ever scheduled. Any random access in small cells is performed
through RACH.
In LTE technology the random access is performed through the RACH with four
step handshake in the contention phase. The LTE random access contention-
based handshake protocol is shown in Fig. 4.1, which composed of four steps. In
the rst step, qualied UEs will choose one random preamble, then send it to the
small cell BS. Once the small cell BS receives all the preambles, the second step
commences. The qualied UEs means UEs allowed to send accessing network
request.In this step, small cell BS sends responses of the random preambles back
to UEs. If more than one UE have chosen the same preamble, then collision
happens in the next step. In third step, all the UEs, which received the response
from small cell BS, will send scheduled information to the small cell BS. This
scheduled information is decided by UEs. Once the small cell BS has started
receiving scheduled information, the nal step is performed depending on the
channel conditions and UEs' scheduled information signal strength.
We notice that collision happened if more than one UE have chosen the same
preamble. Chapter 3 proposed a random access scheme which estimate trac
load to avoid more than one UEs sending scheduled information for the same
preamble response. In this chapter, our research focuses on design random access
scheme which increases space of preambles to support massive devices in small
cells.
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Figure 4.1: LTE random access procedure
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4.3 The Proposed Scheme for Massive Devices
in 5G Networks
4.3.1 Multiway-tree coding random access
Based on the LTE system, we propose a random access method with coding based
multi-preamble. Our method is designed for the dynamic Random Access Chan-
nel (RACH) resource allocation approach. Here the dynamic resource allocation
is not accomplished through traditional means, such as the increase of the num-
ber of available preambles, replaced by introducing the concept of coding based
multi-preamble random access.
Before introducing our proposed coding based multi-preamble random access
strategy, the multiple consecutive preamble transmissions for random access are
rstly discussed. The main idea of multi-preamble random access scheme is ex-
panding the orthogonal space. The multi-preamble random access scheme is an
extention of the LTE random access scheme.
In the traditional LTE random access scheme, each UE only uses one preamble
in every random access procedure. While in the multi-preamble random access
scheme, as shown in Fig. 4.2, each UE selects a set of preambles in every random
access procedure, which means each UE will send multi-round preambles to BS.
In this way, the number of contention resources is expanded and the amount of
collisions is reduced{a collision occurs when two or more UEs select the same set
of preambles.
The limitation of multiple consecutive preamble transmissions is obviously to dis-
cuss. The ambiguities have been introduced in multi-preamble random access.
For instance, massive devices using multi-preamble random access deliver two sets
of preambles to the corresponding BS at a time. While the BS has no idea on how
to form particular preamble pairs sent by dierent devices. But traditional LTE
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Figure 4.2: Multi-preamble random access scheme.
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Figure 4.3: Multi-preamble coding random access scheme.
system dose not have this problem, since there is only one preamble transmis-
sion. Based on that, we want to build a multi-preamble coding random access,
which introduce rules as to how to choose the preambles and make use of the
devices' memory. The aim of multi-preamble coding random access is reducing
the uncertainty at the BS side.
To illustrate what is meant by multi-preamble coding random access, consider
the diagrams in Fig. 4.3. In the proposed scheme, depicted in Fig. 4.3, each UE
performs the random access by selecting one of the available preambles for each
preamble choosing round. The BS observes the distribution of preambles over the
preamble choosing rounds, i.e., observes a set of preambles that are then used to
discern UEs.
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Figure 4.4: Multiway-tree coding random access scheme.
The number of preamble choosing round and the rule of coding are decided by
the BS, which is based on the total number of active UEs in every random access
procedure. The message of number of preamble choosing round and the rule of
coding will send during the beacon.
Here we proposed a multiway-tree coding random access scheme in small cells.
A multiway-tree coding is a preamble tree that can have more than two children
preamble sets. A multiway tree coding of order L (or an L-way tree coding) is
one in which a preamble tree can have L children preamble sets. The proposed
scheme illustrates in Fig. 4.4. In this example, number of total available preamble
is T .
Consider the diagrams in Fig. 4.5, Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 where the selection of
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preambles in the LTE random access scheme, in the reference multi-preamble
random access scheme and in the proposed multiway-tree coding random access
scheme are depicted. In this example UEs denote as A, B, C, D. We assume
that the total available preamble set is 1; 2; 3; 4. In the LTE random access
scheme, each UE performs the random access by selecting one of the available
preambles as depicted in Fig. 4.5. The BS received preambles shown in right side
of Fig. 4.5. In the multi-preamble random access scheme, depicted in Fig. 4.6,
the random access scheme costs two rounds of preamble. In each preamble round,
every UE selects one of the available preambles. Then the BS observed preambles
as shown in right side of Fig. 4.6. Our proposed multiway-tree coding random
access scheme illustrates in Fig. 4.7, which using "1-2 multi-preamble coding".
In multiway-tree coding random access scheme each UE bases on the rule of
coding to select preamble. In this example, "1-2 Multiway-tree coding" means
two rounds of preamble. In the rst round, each UE randomly chooses a preamble
from preamble set 1; 2; 3; 4. In the second round, preamble set 1; 2; 3; 4 divide into
2 children preamble sets 1; 2 and 3; 4. If UE in rst round chose preamble 1 or 2,
then in the second round randomly chooses a preamble from preamble set 1; 2 and
vice versa, which shown in Fig. 4.7. Besides, the BS received preambles based
on the multiway tree coding random access scheme illustrated in right side of
Fig. 4.7.
When multiple UEs transmit the same preamble simultaneously, the small cell BS
is still able to detect that preamble [61], which means the preamble collisions are
assumed to be nondestructive. Then the small cell BSs discern between all UEs
according to the observed preambles in each random access scheme. In the LTE
random access scheme, each UE only has one preamble sent in one handshake.
Taking as example, based on the case in Fig. 4.5, the small cell BS perceives
the transmission of the preambles 1; 2; 3. Small cell BS can always discern which
preamble were actually sent. At the same time the collision occurs when two
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or more UEs choose the same preamble. Since the multi-preamble random ac-
cess scheme and proposed multiway tree coding random access scheme use more
than one round of preamble, the number of contention resources is expanded and
the amount of collisions is reduced, where a collision occurs when two or more
UEs select the same pair of preambles in example. On the other hand, while
reducing the amount of collisions,the multi-preamble random access scheme and
proposed multiway-tree coding random access scheme generalization introduces
a shortcoming not present in the reference scheme. In these two schemes, small
cell BS may conclude that there are more pair of preambles present in the ran-
dom access than there were actually sent, which is ambiguities. In Fig. 4.8 and
Fig. 4.9 are depicted the combination of the preambles used by UEs, which mis-
leads the small cell BS to perceive the phantom preamble combination. While
multiway-tree coding random access scheme using coding to limit the ambigu-
ities, the possible combination of the preambles used by UEs is less than the
combination in multi-preamble random access scheme. The existence of phan-
tom codewords aects adversely the performance, however this is signicant only
when the network is experiencing low UEs loads.
4.3.2 Hash Preamble Random Access
In the proposed multiway-tree coding random access scheme, such ambiguities
exist based on the preamble observation and additional rounds of preamble cost
more resource. To reduce such ambiguities and round of preamble cost, we in-
troduce hash preamble random access design to enhanced multiway-tree coding
random access scheme, which use hash function on preamble to help small cell
BS cognise the truth sets of preambles.
A hash function usually means a function that compresses, meaning the output
is shorter than the input. Often, such a function takes an input of arbitrary
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Figure 4.8: BS perceived preamble under multi-preamble random access
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Figure 4.9: BS perceived preamble under multiway-tree coding random access
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or almost arbitrary length to one whose length is a xed number. In addition,
hash function has some unique properties such as determinism, uniformity and
non-invertible.
Determinism means that hash function produce the same output when given the
same input. This requirement excludes hash functions that depend on external
variable parameters, such as the time of a day. Uniformity means that every
hash value in the output range should be generated with roughly the same prob-
ability. This uniformity in hash function only requires the value to be uniformly
distributed, not random in any sense. Non-invertible means hash function is one-
way function. It is not realistic to reconstruct the input datum x from its hash
value f(x) alone without spending great amounts of computing time.
Hash table is the most important part for hash function. Because hash table
is an eective data structure exploited to implement an associative array which
can map inputs (keys) to outputs (hash values). Given a input (key), hash table
employs hash function to compute output (hash value) as entry to nd the correct
value. Fig. 4.10 illustrates hash table.
Hash functions are used in many parts of cryptography, and there are many
dierent types of hash functions, with diering security properties. Researchers
never use it in random access. In this chapter we use hash function based on
multiway-tree coding to identify dierent UEs.
Fig. 4.11 illustrates our proposed hash preamble random access scheme. In
Fig. 4.11, small cell BS based on estimation number of active UEs sets proper
previous proposed multiway-tree coding, and broadcasts this information to UEs.
Then UEs based on the multiway-tree coding chooses pair of preambles, while
multiway-tree coding preambles will be set as virtual preamble. The meaning of
virtual preamble is that UEs will remember these preambles but not send to the
small cell BS. Next, UEs use their virtual preambles as input for hash function to
calculate a output, here the output named hash preamble. All the UEs will only
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Figure 4.11: Hash preamble random access scheme
send their hash preambles to small cell BS. Finally, when small cell BS received
hash preambles, BS will based on the multiway-tree coding and the hash table to
calculate all possible preamble combinations.
We choose Fibonacci hashing as hash function used in our proposed hash preamble
random access scheme. Before introduce Fibonacci hashing, we will rst describe
multiplicative hashing, which is generating ecient, fairly uniform and calculating
fast. The form of a multiplicative hash function is shown as follow:
H(x) = bs(A  x  bA  xc)c (4.1)
where x is the input, s is the hash table size, A is a real number between 0 and 1.
In this hash function, A usually equal golden ratio, which will been introduced
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later. The inner parenthesized expression computes the fractional part of A  x,
which is then multiplied by s to yield a value in the half-open interval [0; s).
Taking the oor yields an integer between 0 and s 1. This strategy works well if
multiplication by A does a good job of scrambling the bits of x. To ensure good
scrambling, A should have a substantial number of 1 bits but should not exhibit
a highly regular bit pattern.
In fact, Fibonacci hashing is exactly the multiplication hashing method discussed
in the preceding section using a very special value. The value we choose is closely
related to the number called the golden ratio. The golden ratio is dened as
follows: Given two positive numbers a and b, the ratio  = a
b
is the golden ratio
if the ratio of a to b is the same as that of a + b to a. The value of the golden
ratio can be determined as follows [62]:
a
b
=
a+ b
a
) a2   ab  b2 = 0 (4.2)
) 2     1 = 0 (4.3)
)  = 1 +
p
5
2
(4.4)
In the context of Fibonacci hashing, we are interested not in golden ratio , but
in the golden ratio reciprocal  1 , which can be calculated as follows:
 1 = 2
1+
p
5
t 0:618033887 (4.5)
The Fibonacci hashing method is essentially the multiplication hashing method
in which the constant a is chosen as the integer that is relatively prime to number
of input bits W which is closest to  1W . The value of  1W also named hash
consecutive key.
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In Fibonacci hashing random access scheme, the input comes from the multiway-
tree coding virtual preamble. Here the multiway-tree coding set with 2 rounds of
virtual preamble.We design a function to combine the 2 rounds of virtual preamble
to act as input of Fibonacci hashing function, which is dened as follows:
x = V PR1  2b + V PR2 (4.6)
where all preambles denote as continuous positive integers from 1 to T , which T
is the total number of available preambles. V PRi means the virtual preamble in
round i. b is the bits number of available preambles.
After (4.6), the length of hash function input becomes 2b, while the length of out-
put should not greater than b. Then we proposed a Fibonacci hashing function
which could ensuring maximum length of hash function output meets require-
ment. The proposed Fibonacci hashing function in hash preamble access scheme
is dened as follows:
y = b

x   1  22b
2b

mod2bc+ 1 (4.7)
In our proposed scheme, for example if virtual preamble of multiway-tree coding
has 2 rounds of preamble, which service for increasing supporting number of
UEs and decrease preamble collision. Than the actual preamble using Fibonacci
hashing to reduce ambiguities. So, based on the total available preambles is
64(26), the input bits W = 262, than the hash consecutive key  1W equals:
 1W = 0:618033887  262 = 2531 (4.8)
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4.4 Analysis of the Proposed Schemes
In this section we will rst discuss detail of multiway-tree coding. The multiway-
tree coding design includes two parts, one is setting how many children preamble
sets Li in each preamble round i, another is setting how many round of preamble.
Based on the previous discussion of LTE random access scheme, multi-preamble
random access scheme and proposed multiway tree coding random access scheme,
we noticed that to reduce the collision will cost ambiguities. Hence the design
of multiway-tree coding becomes founding a solution of balancing the random
access collision and system ambiguities.
To analysis the collision, we could study the performance of UEs successfully
access small cell BS probability. The success access in multiway-tree coding
random access scheme means none of UEs send same amount of preambles in all
preamble rounds. The probability of all UEs successfully access BS is given by:
PS =
 
1  1
T
RY
i=2
1
hi
!N 1
(4.9)
where T is the number of total available preambles in small cell. We assume
that there are N active UEs using multiway-tree coding random access scheme.
hi means the the number of available preambles of children preamble sets Li in
preamble round i. R is number of total preamble rounds used by multiway-tree
coding.
The worst cost of multiway-tree coding random access scheme consists of collision
and ambiguities is PC , which illustrated as followed:
PC =
Ns
Ns +Nc
(4.10)
where Ns is the number of successful UEs, and Nc is the cost of all UEs.
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Figure 4.12: Probability of success UEs in "1-2" and "1-2-2" multiway-tree coding
To analyse the relationship of probability of all UEs successfully access network
and the worst case cost, we proposed a parameter Pj, which shown as:
Pj = 1  PSN
T
QR
i=2 hi
(4.11)
The numerical results of PS, PC and Pj to investigation the performance of our
proposed multiway-tree coding are shown as following gures.
Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13 illustrate probability of success UEs in dierent multiway-
tree coding setting. The "1-2" multiway-tree coding means there are 2 rounds
of preamble, in the rst round all the preambles in the same group, UEs can
choose any of them. In the second round, all the preambles classed into two
group, UEs can only choose one group preambles. The "1-2-2" multiway-tree
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Figure 4.13: Probability of success UEs in "1-4" and "1-4-4" multiway-tree coding
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Figure 4.14: Probability of worst cost in "1-2" and "1-2-2" multiway-tree coding
coding means there are 3 rounds of preamble. The preambles grouping and UEs
choosing following the previous description.
In 3 rounds of preamble scenario, the probabilities all close to 100%. In 3 rounds of
preamble scenario, the probabilities also higher than 78%. Because more rounds
of preamble could cost more ambiguities, we prefer to use multiway-tree coding
with 2 rounds of preamble.
Probabilities of worst cost in 2 rounds of preamble and 3 rounds of preamble
are shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15. Those worst case results are upper bound
of probabilities of cost in each multiway-tree coding design. In addition, those
results prove that using 3 rounds of preamble cost lot which compare with using
2 rounds of preamble.
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Figure 4.15: Probability of worst cost UEs in "1-4" and "1-4-4" multiway-tree
coding
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Figure 4.16: Performance judgement in "1-2" and "1-2-2" multiway-tree coding
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Figure 4.17: Performance judgement in "1-4" and "1-4-4" multiway-tree coding
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Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 illustrate with same coding the more active UEs the better
performance. Multiway-tree coding design is performance well in massive device
scenario. In addition, "1-4 multiway-tree coding" perform better than others.
4.5 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our proposed hash preamble random access
scheme in this section. We rst show the benet of expanding the orthogonal
space of preamble in hash preamble random access scheme. We shall also show
the benet of reducing cost during handshake procedure by using hash preamble
random access scheme. We than illustrate the sensitive of inter-cell interference
among small cells and the inuence of estimation error. Finally, we compare the
delay performance between the proposed hash preamble random access scheme
and LTE random access scheme.
The simulation scenario considers number of total available preambles is 64. Each
timeslot is a subframe which lasts for 1 millisecond (ms), 10 subframes form
a frame. Each frame contains one random access handshake procedure. The
random access channel owns 100 resource blocks. Each resource block has 12
subcarriers in one slot. One time slot has 7 modulation symbols. So 100 resource
blocks have 20MHz of bandwidth. The system uses normal CP and 3/4 coding to
protect the data. For 100 resource blocks bandwidth the data rate is 75.6 Mbps.
In hash preamble random access scheme, for 100 active UEs, the virtual preamble
multi-way tree coding uses "1-16 multi-way tree coding", which uses 2 rounds of
virtual preamble. Meanwhile, for 200 active UEs, the virtual preamble multi-way
tree coding uses "1-8 multi-way tree coding".
Fig. 4.18 illustrates the probability of active UEs in small cell successfully access
network by using hash preamble random access scheme. Fig. 4.19 shows the num-
ber of active UEs in small cell successfully access network by using hash preamble
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of probability of successful UEs between hash preamble
random access and LTE random access
random access scheme. We rst notice a higher success probability and number
are achieved by using proposed hash preamble random access scheme than LTE
systems. As number of active UEs increase, by adjusting virtual multiway-tree
coding, the success probability could keep in a high level. In more details, when
small cell consists 100 active UEs, the success probability under hash preamble
random access scheme is 3 times higher than LTE systems. When small cell con-
sists 200 active UEs, the success probability under hash preamble random access
scheme is 16 times higher than LTE systems. In this case, we notice LTE sys-
tems can not support massive UE, while proposed hash preamble random access
scheme performance well in massive UE environment.
We further show the normalization cost for LTE random access scheme and pro-
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of number of successful UEs between hash preamble
random access and LTE random access
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of normalization cost between hash preamble random
access and LTE random access
posed hash preamble random access scheme, which shown as Fig. 4.20. The cost
contains collision preamble and ambiguities. Here we set the normalization pa-
rameter is per 10 UEs successfully access small cell BS. The normalization cost
means the cost preambles of collision and ambiguities for per 10 UEs successfully
access small cell BS. From the diagram, in case of 100 active UEs, the normal-
ization cost of LTE random access scheme is 184% higher than proposed hash
preamble random access scheme. What's more, in case of 200 active UEs, LTE
scheme costs 837% higher than hash preamble scheme. Once again, these results
corroborated our proposed hash preamble random access scheme could support
massive device.
The average random access delay performance illustrates in Fig. 4.21. It can be
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seen that as the number of new arrival UEs in the reference area increases, the
average random access delay increases. For LTE random access scheme, when
the new arrival UEs becomes larger than 22, the average random access delay
immediately increases to a high level. This is due to high contention caused high
collision in LTE random access scheme. While, hash preamble random access
scheme could support more than 64 new arrival UEs. The maximum number of
supporting new arrival UEs shown as Fig. 4.22. Because hash preamble increased
preamble size, the hash preamble random access scheme could support around 92
new arrival UEs. The average random access throughput performance illustrates
in Fig. 4.23. It can be seen that the gain by reducing collision is greater than
the loss due to ambiguity which cannot be eliminated by hash preamble random
access.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, multiway-tree coding random access scheme is rst proposed,
which supports more active UEs by increasing preamble size. To reduce the
ambiguities which comes from the multiway-tree coding, we introduced Fibonacci
hash function. The proposed hash preamble random access scheme combines
multiway-tree coding and Fibonacci hash function. To address strengths of hash
preamble random access scheme, we show the performance of probability of active
UEs successfully access network, normalization cost and average delay. All of the
results prove hash preamble random access scheme could support massive device
with low cost.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of average access delay between hash preamble random
access and LTE random access
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Figure 4.22: Hash preamble random access scheme average delay
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of average throughput between hash preamble random
access and LTE random access
Chapter5
Cognitive Small Cell Networks
5.1 Introduction
Mobile communications have seen an unprecedented data trac growth in recent
years. As given in Communications Market Report 2016 [4], many Internet users
now prefer to use their mobile phone to access internet, due in part to the in-
creasing availability of 3G and 4G services and popularity of smart phones. To
meet the increasing data trac demand from users yet maintain cost eective
operation, next generation mobile wireless networks will require to oer higher
capacity with cost eective operation. This motivates the current trend towards
the deployment of the small cell networks. Small cell networks own Light-weight
low-power base stations (BSs) which have a coverage radius much smaller than
the radius of typical macro cells [63]. These smaller cells coexist with conven-
tional macro cell, giving rise to a heterogeneous network (HetNet) organized in
a multi-tier structure. They extend coverage of the macro cell and increase net-
work capacity without additional spectrum resource. Since macro and small cells
share the same spectrum, interference exists between the two tiers. Managing
the inter-tier interference is very critical to ensure that the performance benet
75
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of small cells can be capitalized.
A common approach to manage inter-tier interference in HetNets is by allocating
dierent spectrum spaces to macro and small cells. The simplest form of spectrum
allocation is xed allocation. By predicting the trac loads of macro and small
cells during deployment phase, xed spectrum spaces are assigned to macro and
small cells for operation. Due to changing trac loads, xed spectrum allocation
often leads to spectrum usage ineciency. Allowing dynamic allocation during
operation gives exibility to adjust spectrum resources for changing trac loads
of macro and small cells. In order to allocate spectrum resources based on trac
loads, message exchange between the two tiers is needed for proper allocation.
The covering macro cell may take the role to collect trac demand from each
small cell and then allocate spectrum resource accordingly. While this central-
ized approach can produce optimal spectrum resource usage, it introduces high
message exchange overhead since the number of small cells within a macro cell
can be large.
There have been considerable research eorts devoted to dynamic spectrum allo-
cation in HetNets. [64] studies the optimization of spectrum allocation in HetNets
on a relatively slow timescale based on average trac and channel conditions.
Specically, in a cluster with m base transceiver stations, the optimal partition
of the spectrum into 2m segments is determined, corresponding to all possible
spectrum reuse patterns in the downlink. In [65], authors consider resource allo-
cation on the timescale of a frame, assuming instantaneous information exchange
between cells. The research in [65] focuses on cell splitting, range expansion,
semi-static resource negotiation on third-party backhaul connections, and fast
dynamic interference management for QoS via over-the-air signaling. [66] de-
clares that proper identication of the set of serving BSs becomes an important
design issue to reduce the operational overhead of the HetNet. The results in [66]
show that by jointly optimizing the transceivers and determining the active set
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of BSs, high system resource utilization can be achieved with only a small num-
ber of BSs. [36]incorporates a exible notion of BS load by introducing a new
idea of conditionally thinning the interference eld. In HetNets dynamic spec-
trum allocation could seen as a joint optimization problems that are non-convex
integer programs, are NP-hard, and hence it is dicult to eciently obtain ex-
act solutions. Therefore, [67] developed techniques to obtain upper bounds on
the system's performance and proposed a unied static framework to study the
interplay of user association and resource allocation in HetNets.
In this paper, we propose cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing for our con-
sidered HetNets. Each small cell BS within the macro cell senses and collects
spectrum usage of the covering macro cell to decide its spectrum access. The
small cell BS makes its best eort to use spectrum space that is left unused by
the macro cell. With this mechanism, there is no message exchange required be-
tween macro and small cells. Since the macro cell BS does not need to be aware of
the existence of the small cells within its coverage, our proposed cognitive-based
uplink spectrum sharing can be seen as a type of cognitive radio (CR) system
where small cell BSs are cognitive radio users of macro cell and they act as a
proxy to serve the UEs within their cell. The key advantage of this approach is
the elimination of message exchange between macro and small cells.
In the traditional CR system design, primary users (or macro cell in our case)
are given spectrum access priority and secondary users (or small cells in our case)
only access to unused spectrum. This property inhibits the spectrum access of
small cells which suppresses the benet of using small cells. To overcome this
suppression, macro cell BS must dynamically adjust its spectrum usage based on
the load condition of small cells. The closed loop feedback control ensures that
macro cell can leave adequate spectrum space unused for small cells to serve their
users. However, in a CR system primary and secondary users do not communicate
with each other. To overcome this missing feature yet to maintain zero message
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exchange as in CR, we introduce user-assisted feedback control at the macro
cell such that the macro cell can infer the load condition of small cells based
on the user report and adjust its spectrum usage to avoid choking small cells.
In general, we introduce cognitive-based spectrum sharing in HetNets using an
implicit feedback control framework to achieve high overall spectrum utilization.
The key novelty of our idea is to make use of users who already have some
knowledge about the small cells they originally attached as a medium to provide
feedback information for macro cell to decide the sharing of spectrum space. With
our approach, message exchanges can be implicitly achieved without involving any
overhead cost.
We model the spectrum sharing using Continuous-Time Markov chain (CTMC).
We show that there are two subsystems in the CTMC framework, one describing
the macro cell and another one describing the small cell. The two subsystems
are connected at the HetNet level. The performance of one subsystem inuences
that of the other.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we present the system
model, assumptions, and the methodology of analysis. The SCNs load balance
operation is proposed. Next, we present the analytical model of cell association.
Finally, the numerical and simulation results are presented and key conclusions
are drawn.
5.2 Cognitive-Based Uplink Spectrum Sharing
5.2.1 System Model
We consider a wireless network that consists of a mix of macro cells and small
cell BSs as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. This architecture is often referred to as a
heterogeneous network (HetNet). To illustrate our proposed approach, we assume
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MC BS 
SC BS  
UE 
Figure 5.1: Heterogeneous network structure
LTE technology for the HetNets. However, our proposed approach is not limited
to a particular technology, it may apply to other wireless network technologies
with appropriate adjustment to our proposed approach.
In a HetNet, a macro cell may cover a number of small cells BSs which can be
of dierent types such as micro cells, pico cells, and femto cells. The spectrum
space is shared between the macro cell and the small cells within its coverage.
UEs within a macro cell may choose to access to the macro cell or a visible small
cell. To achieve high spatial reuse in HetNets for ecient use of spectrum space,
UEs should attempt to access to the visible small cell rst. Ideally, a central-
ized dynamic radio resource allocation algorithm may be used to determine an
adequate spectrum space sharing between small cells and the macro cell based
on their instantaneous trac loads. However, such a centralized algorithm re-
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quires signicant amount of message exchange between the small cells and the
macro cell which consumes radio resource and reduces spectrum utilization per-
formance. Particularly for future cellular network design including 5G where
densifying small cell is considered as a key approach to increase network capac-
ity, high density of small cells will result in higher radio resource overhead and
signaling complexity which makes a centralized algorithm unattractive.
To avoid the potentially high signaling overhead between a macro cell and its
covering small cells, we propose cognitive-based strategy for spectrum sharing.
Ecient spectrum sharing is one of the main features in CR. In CR, one class of
users called primary users have the right to access the spectrum and another class
of users called secondary users sense and access to spectrum left unused by the
primary users. The spectrum access from the secondary users should not aect
the primary user operation. In other words, common spectrum is shared among
primary and secondary users where primary users have the priority to access the
spectrum. In our proposed system, macro cell acts as the single primary user
while all its covering small cells act as the secondary users. As in CR, the macro
cell has the priority to utilize the spectrum. However, this feature is not desirable
as it suppresses the benet of spatial reuse. To ensure that the macro cell can
leave adequate spectrum for its covering small cells where benet of spatial reuse
can be maximized, the trac load condition for each small cell is required for
the spectrum sharing determination. To achieve this in CR, we further introduce
user-assisted feedback control at the macro cell so that it can infer the load
condition of small cells without communicating with individual small cells. We
shall present our proposed cognitive spectrum sharing architecture and the user-
assisted feedback control in the following two subsections.
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5.2.2 Cognitive Spectrum Sharing Architecture
In our proposed cognitive spectrum sharing design, the spectrum space in HetNet
is partitioned into two parts. One part is reserved for all small cells, we shall call
this part SC-reserved. SC-reserved shall be used for small cells to perform all
minimum functions such as discovery, synchronization, random access, and also
some amount of uplink transmissions. The other part, or called MC-uplink, is
mainly used by the macro cell for its operation. However, the macro cell may
announce potential unused resource blocks within MC-uplink for small cells to
cognitively utilize them. We shall call this part SC-uplink. SC-uplink is an
overlay space of MC-uplink. The utilization of SC-uplink by small cells is not
guaranteed to be always successful. The macro cell shall periodically send a
broadcast message specifying the allocation of SC-uplink in the form of a radio
resource map. All small cells receiving this broadcast message shall attempt to
utilize SC-uplink for their users based on the given the radio resource map. In
CR, this approach is also known as database approach. Apart from periodical
announcement of the database, as in CR, users in the small cells shall always
perform sensing before accessing to the specied spectrum.
All users shall rst discover small cell and utilize it for their uplink transmissions.
This policy helps to achieve high spatial reuse since this allows users in dierent
small cells to simultaneously access to the same spectrum space. The discovery
and random access request are performed on the predetermined spectrum space
reserved for small cells. Assuming LTE technology, the random access request is
performed using PRACH procedure. Each user, (also called user equipment or
UE in LTE) transmits a random preamble as a request for uplink transmission
during PRACH. If the request is success, the UE will be allocated radio resource
rst from SC-reserved and then from SC-uplink if SC-reserved is fully utilized.
UE may fail to receive a response from the small cell BS. This outcome indicates
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an unsuccessful request attempt. As in LTE, the UE performs backo before
sending another request again. The most likely reason for request failure is trac
congestion in the small cell. We enforce that after a certain number of unsuc-
cessful attempts, the UE may conclude that the small cell is congested. The
congestion may appear when there are too many UEs wanting to access a small
cell at the same time causing preamble collisions, or there is lack of spectrum
resource to grant the successful requests. For either reason, the UE should switch
to macro cell access in order to ease the congestion in the small cell.
The UEs which are not covered by a small cell or switched from a small cell
shall access the macro cell for their uplink transmission. Same random access
procedure is used for accessing the macro cell. The macro cell shall allocate
radio resource from MC-uplink spectrum space to those UEs successfully making
their request via random access. If the UEs are switched from a small cell,
the UEs must also indicate that they are switched from a small cell during the
random access procedure and provide the cell id. This information may indicates
a potential trac congestion occurring at a particular small cell and can be used
to assist the macro cell to derive an appropriate ratio between SC-reserved and
MC-uplink. The UEs may continue to access the macro cell for a certain time,
after which, they shall return back to their default policy of accessing small cell
rst.
As described above, our spectrum sharing approach aims to determine an ap-
propriate ratio between SC-reserved and MC-uplink for spectrum sharing such
that small cells receive adequate amount of spectrum space to serve their UEs to
maximize the benet of spatial reuse. If excessive space is given to SC-reserved,
services in macro cell will be choked. On the other hand, if excessive space
is given to MC-uplink, benet of spatial reuse will be reduced. Deriving such a
magic spectrum sharing ratio between SC-reserved and MC-uplink is not straight-
forward without explicit message exchange. We propose using assistance from
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UEs to provide congestion indication to the macro cell. Based on the indication,
together with its trac load condition in its cell, the macro cell makes adjust-
ment to the ratio. In general, with more UEs switching from small cells to the
macro cell, more spectrum will be needed for small cells to stop the ow of UEs
switching away from small cells. On the other hand, when there are few or no
indication about the congestion in small cells indicating low trac load in small
cells, the macro cell can gradually shrink the share of spectrum for small cells.
This adaptive control not only manages the trac loads within the HetNet, but
also copes with the changing in the number of cognitive small cells over the time.
We provide details of our propose user-assisted feedback control in the following
subsection.
5.2.3 User-Assisted Feedback Control
The macro cell begins its operation by setting an initial ratio between SC-reserved
and MC-uplink. Following the LTE operation, the macro cell manages a 10 ms
LTE frame structure for uplink transmissions. We further dene a superframe
cycle consisting of four 10 ms LTE frames. At the beginning of the superframe
cycle, the macro cell decides a spectrum sharing ratio and broadcast it to all small
cells. In addition to that, the macro cell also species SC-uplink by using a radio
resource map indicating that those resource blocks in superframe may be used in
small cells. Upon receiving the information, small cells may utilize the section of
resource blocks for their uplink transmissions in addition to SC-reserved.
As in LTE, the macro cell uses PRACH for its UEs to request for radio resource.
During the handshake of Random Access Response (RAR), the UE also indicate
whether it is switched from a small cell and provide the small cell id. This
information serves as the feedback for the macro cell to adjust the ratio.
All small cells within the macro cell synchronize their transmission to the su-
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At the beginning of a superframe 
•Broadcast SC-uplink Radio Resource Map 
•UEj      0 for j=1,2,…,N 
 
Upon an arrival of a UE 
•IF the UE is switched from small cell j THEN UEj++ 
•END IF 
 
At the end of a superframe 
•UEmax =  maxj { UEj  } 
•Set UEmax  as collision number, calculate outage probability  Poutmax   
•IF  Poutmax  >TH THEN 
•    SC-reserved    SC-reserved + 10% 
•ELSE IF  Poutmax <TL THEN 
•    SC-reserved    SC-reserved - 10% 
•END IF 
 
Construct SC-uplink Radio Resource Map for the next superframe based 
on the current utilization of MC-uplink 
Figure 5.2: Flowchart of feedback control algorithm
perframe managed by the macro cell. Besides, they also manage their own indi-
vidual superframe in SC-reserved spectrum. Both superframes are synchronized
and operate at dierent spectrum space. The UEs within a small cell requests for
transmission using PRACH procedure managed by the small cell. For a successful
request, the small cell will allocate the resource blocks for the uplink transmis-
sions from SC-reserved or SC-uplink if SC-reserved is full. The request may fail
due to either a collision in PRACH or resource exhaustion in SC-uplink. In either
case, no response will be replied to the UE. The UE may make its request at-
tempt again within the same superframe period. However, if the request remains
unsuccessful throughout the superframe, the UE should then switch to the macro
cell.
Fig. 5.2 shows the owchart of our proposed feedback control algorithm for the
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macro cell to control the bandwidth sharing in the HetNet. The macro cell de-
termines the bandwidth ratio at the beginning of each superframe and broadcast
the information to all covering small cells. The information is constructed in a
form of radio resource map to describe which resource blocks within the spectrum
are marked as SC-uplink. The determination is based on the number of UEs as-
sociated with the macro cell and the number of UEs switched from each small
cell in the last superframe period. If macro cell could support UEs associated
with it and some UEs switched from small cells, or macro cell could not support
UEs associated with it, than the macro cell should consider change the band-
width sharing with small cells. In chapter 3, we proposed a method which using
number of collision preambles to estimate total active UEs in a handshake round.
Considering collision preamble means more than one UEs failed to access small
cell, we have approximation calculus of maximum number of collision preambles:
NC = bUEmax
2
c (5.1)
By using the number of collision preambles, we could calculate maximum outage
probability of small cell. If the outage probability exceeds the high threshold,
than small cells should have more reserved bandwidth in the next superframe. If
the outage probability is below the low threshold, than small cells should have
less reserved bandwidth in the next superframe.
5.3 Performance Analysis
To facilitate the performance study of our proposed cognitive spectrum sharing
solution in a HetNet, we seek Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) frame-
work to model the macro and small cell bandwidth utilization. There are two
subsystems in the CTMC framework, one describing the macro cell and another
one describing the small cell.
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Small Cell Subsystem 
Sout
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M
r
Figure 5.3: Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) framework
The CTMC framework is depicted in Fig. 5.3. The macro cell subsystem is
illustrated in Fig. 5.4 and small cell subsystem is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. We
assume a certain spectrum space allocated to the HetNet and its resource blocks
can support up to K number of simultaneous uplink transmissions by a single
macro cell. The HetNet consists of N number of small cells. In our proposed
system, a certain amount is reserved for SC-reserved utilized in the small cells
and the remaining is for MC-uplink, thus K can be broken down into two values
as K = KM + KR where KM and KR are the number of simultaneous uplink
transmissions in the macro cell and each small cell respectively. Note that we
also propose reusing unused part in MC-uplink to serve small cell UEs, the actual
number of simultaneous uplink transmissions in each small cell will be higher than
KR.
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In the macro cell subsystem, let M be the overall arrival rate of uplink transmis-
sions in the macro cell and M be the service rate of each transmission. The UEs
performing the uplink transmissions in the macro cell include both the UEs as-
sociated with the macro cell and those UEs switched from their associated small
cells. The value of KM is determined by the amount of MC-uplink spectrum re-
source available within the superframe and the service rate of each transmission.
Assuming Poisson arrival and exponential service time, this subsystem can be
described by a M/M/k/k queue with an arrival rate of M , a service rate of M ,
and queue size of KM .
Each small cell is also modeled by a single server queue. Let Sj be the arrival
rate of uplink transmission in the j-th small cell and S be the service rate
of each uplink transmission for all small cells. Each small cell has a block of
reserved spectrum for operation which can serve up toKR transmissions. Besides,
each small cell also utilizes SC-uplink spectrum resource specied by the macro
cell to cognitively serve further uplink transmissions. Let KU be the uplink
transmissions that can be served using SC-uplink, the total number of uplink
transmissions can be serviced is thus KR +KU . All small cells observe the same
values of KR and KU . Assuming Poisson arrival and exponential service time,
the behavior of bandwidth utilization of each small cell can also be modeled by
a M/M/k/k-like queue with an arrival rate of Sj and queue size of KR + KU .
The service rate of the queue at state fig is iS as in M/M/k/k when i  KR.
Beyond KR, a small cell starts to utilize SC-uplink. However, the transmission
in SC-uplink is not guaranteed to be always successful. Let  be the probability
that the transmission is unsuccessful, the service rate at state fig where i > KR
is KRS + (1  )(i KR)S.
The two subsystems are connected at the HetNet level. The performance of
one subsystem inuences that of the other. In the following, we shall form the
relationship between the two subsystems. Let PBj be the blocking probability
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of the j-th small cell subsystem. Using the approach to derive the blocking
probability for M/M/k/k, we yield
PBj =
KR+KUSj
KR!KR+KU
Q
U
l=1 [KR + l (1  )]
PS0 (5.2)
where,
pS0 =
(
KR+KUX
i=1
iS
i!
+
KR+KUX
i=KR+1
iS
KR!
Ql=i KR
l=1 [KR + l(1  )]
) 1
(5.3)
In our proposed method, the blocked UEs will be overown into the macro cell
subsystem. Thus we rst have
M = ^M +
NX
j=1
SPBj (5.4)
where ^M is the arrival rate of uplink transmissions from UEs associated with
the macro cell only. These UEs are not within any small cell, they can only use
macro cell for service.
Let  be the resource utilization of the macro cell subsystem where
 =
KMX
i=1
iPi
KM
(5.5)
The amount of spectrum resource left unused by the macro cell is 1 M . The un-
used part of the spectrum resource will become SC-uplink available for utilization
at the small cell using cognitive radio access. Thus we have
KU = (1  M)KM : (5.6)
Equations (5.2), (5.5) and (5.6) form a system of nonlinear equations. We seek
xed point iteration to solve the system numerically. Our main interest is the
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throughput of the overall HetNet system including the macro cell and all N small
cells. The throughput of the macro cell subsystem, M , can be determined by
M =
KMX
i=1
ipi (5.7)
where pi is the probability that in the steady state the macro cell subsystem
operates in state fig. The throughput of the j-th small cell subsystem, Sj , can
be determined by
Sj =
KRX
i=1
iqji +
KR+KUX
i=KR+1
(KR + (i KR)(1  ))qji (5.8)
where qji is the probability that in the steady state the j-th small cell subsystem
operates in state fig. We shall use the framework to investigate the system
performance, particularly the system throughput with various KR settings.
5.4 Result Discussions
In this section, we present numerical and simulation results to investigation the
performance of our proposed cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing. We rst
show the benet of spatial reuse in HetNet where more small cells within a HetNet
oers system throughput measured by overall service rate in the HetNet. We shall
also show the existence of an optimal bandwidth sharing setting in HetNet that
oers the highest system throughput. We then illustrate the impact of congestion
in small cells. Finally, we test the proposed feedback control showing the dynamic
control of bandwidth sharing.
The numerical and simulation scenario considers a HetNet with massive UEs,
where UEs are randomly distributed in the grids. We consider LTE-Advanced in
our simulation study. According to the LTE-Advanced, one resource block has
12 subcarriers in one slot. One time slot has 7 modulation symbols. The total
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bandwidth of the whole HetNet is 100 resource blocks. The system uses normal
CP and 3/4 coding to protect the data. For 100 resource blocks bandwidth the
data rate is 75.6 Mbps. We use overall system service rate given in resource block
to measure the system throughput. We assume the service rate of M and S are
all equal to one resource block data rate. Given the nite radio resource block, a
HetNet may serve a number of UEs simultaneously at on time. We assume the
arrival rate uses resource block rate as unit, for example M = 30 means arrival
rate in macro cell is 30 resource blocks rate. We measure the average number of
UEs simultaneously served by the system in the steady state, to be more specic,
per UE served by per resource block.
When M = 30 and S = 60, Fig. 5.6 shows the overall system service rate versus
the percentage of radio resource reserved for small cells for dierent numbers of
small cells. We rst notice a good match between our numerical and simula-
tion results. The numerical results are based on the mathematics model. The
simulation results are based on the random UEs arrival. A higher service rate
is achieved with more small cells in a HetNet. As percentage of radio resource
reserved for small cells increases, more UEs can be simultaneously served in the
small cells leading to higher overall system service rate. We use a xed arrival
rate for all small cells, and hence beyond a certain percentage, further increase in
small cell radio resource bandwidth will not lead to higher overall system service
rate. At this percentage, all UEs in the small cells are already adequately served
by the small cells. There is a slight drop beyond this percentage which is due to
reduced macro cell radio resource.
We further show the overall system service rate versus the percentage of radio
resource reserved for small cells for various arrival rates in small cells in Fig. 5.7,
where M = 30 and the number of small cells is 30. The results conrm that
dynamic adjustment of the percentage of radio resource reserved for small cells
is needed when the arrival rate of small cells changes.
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Figure 5.6: System service rate versus the percentage of radio resource reserved
for small cells for dierent numbers of small cells
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Figure 5.7: System service rate versus the percentage of radio resource reserved
for small cells for various arrival rates in small cells
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When small cells receive adequate radio resource to serve their UEs, the outage
probability is kept low. However, as the load of small cells increases, the outage
probability increases accordingly. In Fig. 5.8, we show the outage probability of
a small cell versus the number of UEs in the small cell, where M = 10 and the
number of small cells is 30. With increase number of UEs in the small cell, the
load increases causing congestion in the small cell. As a result, more UEs are
unable to nd services in the small cell and they will switch to the macro cell.
For example, when the number of UEs is 20, for 20% radio resource reservation
for small cells, the outage probability of the small cell can be as high as 0.2. To
ease the congestion, 40% radio resource reservation for small cells may be used
which brings the outage probability down below 0.01. In our proposed solution,
when outage probability increases, more UEs from small cells will switch to the
macro cell. The incoming UEs from small cells gives information to the macro
cell about the outage probability of small cells. Based on this information, the
macro cell adjusts the radio resource reserved to small cells accordingly in the
next cycle to ease the congestion in small cells.
To illustrate the dynamic adjustment of bandwidth sharing in the HetNet, we
plot the percentage of radio resource reserved for small cells versus time in cycle
in Fig. 5.9. We set the high threshold TH = 0:1 and the low threshold TL = 0:06,
which based on the Fig. 5.8. We choose the parameters such that 60% of small
cell radio resource reservation gives the highest service rate. We include two cases
where one starts its operation with a high small cell radio resource reservation
and another has a low reservation. As operation progresses, we see that both
cases converge to around 60%. This result show the eectiveness of our feedback
control. Fig. 5.10 illustrates the comparison between LTE approach and our
cognitive feedback control approach. As shown in Fig. 5.10, when two network
initiate same reservation bandwidth, our proposed cognitive scheme could meet
the better performance.
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Figure 5.8: Outage probability of a small cell versus the number of UEs in the
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Figure 5.9: Dynamic adjustment of bandwidth sharing in the HetNet
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between LTE and our proposed cognitive scheme
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we propose a cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing for HetNets.
The cognitive-based here means no message exchange required between macro and
low-power small cells. Our proposed cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing can
be seen as a type of cognitive radio system where low-power small cell BSs are
cognitive radio users of macro cell and they act as a proxy to serve the UEs within
their cell. For downlink, the bandwidth allocation will controlled by BS, which
can be seen as centralized approach, our algorithm is not applicable.In addition,
we model the spectrum sharing using Continuous-Time Markov Chain(CTMC).
The results obtained show that the proposed scheme outperforms of the LTE
schemes in terms of system throughput, collision rate, load balancing and delay.
Chapter6
Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The propose of the present thesis is analysis and design of ecient massive device
communication for heterogeneous networks. Returning to the research objectives
mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, it is now possible to state the
following as solution to those objectives.
To design ecient dynamic random access strategy in smart LTE systems, we
proposed a ve steps dynamic random access strategy for low-power small cell.
The dynamic random access strategy uses superframe structure, which continues
40ms based on the 10ms LTE frame structure. A model-based load estimation
has proposed to enhance the ve steps dynamic random access strategy. Finally,
a dynamic p-persistence random access scheme has been designed, which contains
the ve steps dynamic random access strategy and model-based load estimation,
to support massive device in low-power small cell.
To design hash preamble random access strategy for massive device in order to
improve system, we rst introduced multiway-tree coding random access scheme,
which supports more active UEs by increasing preamble space. In addition, to
100
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reduce the ambiguities which comes from the multiway-tree coding, the hash
preamble random access scheme has been designed. For the hash preamble ran-
dom access scheme, we choose Fibonacci hash function, which provides a uniform
distribution of output hash value. Finally, we show the performance of proba-
bility of active UEs successfully access network, normalization cost and average
delay. All of the results prove hash preamble random access scheme could support
massive device with low cost.
To design and analyse cognitive small cell networks in overload communication
scenario, we propose a cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing for HetNets. The
cognitive-based here means no message exchange required between macro and
low-power small cells. Our proposed cognitive-based uplink spectrum sharing can
be seen as a type of cognitive radio system where low-power small cell BSs are
cognitive radio users of macro cell and they act as a proxy to serve the UEs within
their cell. In addition, we model the spectrum sharing using Continuous-Time
Markov Chain(CTMC). The results obtained show that the proposed scheme
outperforms of the LTE schemes in terms of system throughput, collision rate,
load balancing and delay.
6.2 Future Works
The study and design proposed here have gone some way towards overcoming
random access bottleneck and bandwidth bottleneck for massive device commu-
nication in 5G networks. Although the schemes proposed in this thesis have
demonstrated the eectiveness of overcoming two bottlenecks, it could further
improved in other ways.
Cognitive small cell spectrum sharing approach uses idea of user-assisted message
passing for implicit status update. There is clearly much work could be done in
the area of user-assisted message. In addition, radio resource management for
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cognitive small cell networks is still at the early stage. Studies on eciently uti-
lizing radio resource and user-assisted message will extend the range of beneciary
to all elements in cognitive small cell networks.
The hash preamble random access scheme is the rst time to use hash function
to accommodate large number of simultaneous request for small cell, it could
revised in other scenario to support massive device. In addition, more dierent
hash functions could be test for the hash preamble random access scheme. Some
mathematical comparison could be done for analysis inuence of dierent hash
function in reducing random access ambiguity.
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